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1. Results. Scattered results about countably2 generated ideals in

C(X) are established in [2] and [4] : Op is countably generated if and

only if pEX and p has a countable base of neighborhoods; Op is

both prime and countably generated if and only if Mp is principal,

and if and only if pEX and p is isolated; no lower prime ideal is

countably generated. We generalize these as follows: if Mp is count-

ably generated, then pEX and p is isolated (5.4) ; no free prime ideal

is countably generated (4.5); a fixed, nonmaximal prime ideal can

be countably generated (6.2), but not if it is a z-ideal (6.1);3 the

intersection of a countable chain of lower prime ideals, or of a strictly

decreasing sequence of arbitrary prime ideals, cannot be countably

generated (6.3, 6.4).

Some of the above are corollaries of much more general theorems:

any free, countably generated ideal is contained in 2C hyper-real

maximal ideals (4.4) ; if the fixed ideal of all functions vanishing on

a compact set F is countably generated, then F is an open set (5.2).

These theorems, in turn, can be formulated more generally. In some

of the results, the hypothesis that an ideal is countably generated

can be replaced by the weaker hypothesis that its z-filter be countably

generated.

2. Preliminaries. C(X) denotes the ring of all continuous functions

from the completely regular space X into R, the reals. For f EC, Z(f)

denotes the set of zeros of /.

Let / be a (proper) ideal in C. The family Z[l] — { Z(f):fEl} is a

z-filter: all finite intersections of members, and all zero-sets containing

members, are members; and 0 is not a member. Every ideal is con-

tained in at least one maximal ideal [2, Chapter 2].

If Hzf/] is nonempty, / and Z[l] are fixed; else, free. The fixed

maximal ideals are the sets Mp— {f: pEZ(f)}, for pEX. More

generally, the maximal ideals, free or fixed, are the sets
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(1) Mp= [f:pe c\Z(f)} (pGßX),

where ßX is the Stone-Cech compactification of X, and "cl" denotes

closure in ßX. Related to these are the ideals

Op = {/: c\Z(f) is a neighborhood (in ßX) of p}.

If pGX, Mp = Mp; if pGßX-X, then Mp and O" are free. M" is the

unique maximal ideal containing Op. Every prime ideal ÇiMp con-

tains Op [2, Chapters 4, 6, and 7].

Every /£C(JQ has a continuous extension/* from ßX into the

one-point compactification of R [2, 6.5].

0, 1, etc., denote the corresponding constant functions in C(X).

N denotes the set (or discrete space) of positive integers 1,2, • • ■

3. Generators. The ideal (fa, • • •) generated by the functions

/„,-•■ is the smallest ideal containing every /„; it consists of all

finite sums 2~lk skfak, where s*£C. The z-filter (Za, ■ ■ ■) generated

by the zero-sets Z„, • • • is the smallest z-filter containing every Z„;

it consists of all zero-sets that contain finite intersections of the Za.

For any ideal I, we define

8(1) = {pEßX-.MPDl},        <b(I) = {¿>£X:MpDl}.

Evidently, <p(I) =8(I)i~\X; and if J is free, then <p(I) is empty. By (1),

8(1) = n cl Z(f),        <b(I) = f) Z(f);
/er fei

more generally, the intersections may be taken over any set of gen-

erators of J. Alternatively,

(2) 8(1) = fi cl Za, 4>(I) = n za,
a a

where Za ranges over any set of generators of the z-filter Z[l],

If I=(fa, ■ ■ •), then, clearly, Z[l] = (Z(fa), • • • ). The converse

is false, as we shall see.4

When the z-filter Z[l] is countably generated, we shall say that

the ideal I is countably z-generated. Thus any countably generated

ideal is countably z-generated. When stating the latter condition in

the hypothesis of a theorem, we enclose the "2-" in parentheses so

that the stronger hypothesis will also be in evidence.

The z-filter Z[M0] in R has a single generator—{o}—but the

ideal Mo is not countably generated (5.3). Nor need a free, countably

z-generated ideal be countably generated (5.5).

* It holds, however, for the special case I = Op [2, 71].
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4. Free ideals. Every residue class field C/Mp contains R (as the

set of images of the constant functions). If C/Mp — H., then the field,

the ideal, and the point p are called real; else, hyper-real. Every point

of X is real: a point p of ßX is hyper-real if and only if there exists/

for which f*(p) = °°   [2, Chapters 5 and 7].

c denotes the cardinal of the continuum.

4.1. Theorem. A countably (z-)generated ideal contained in a hyper-

real maximal ideal is contained in 2t hyper-real ideals.

Proof. Let Z[l] = (Zu Z2, ■ ■ ■ )CZ[Mp], where p is hyper-real.

Choose/^0 with f*(p) = », and define

Fn= {xEX:f(x) è n} (n E N).

Then F„EZ[MP], so that all finite intersections of sets Zm and Fn

are nonempty. Choose a set D of points xn satisfying

xn e Zi r\ ■ ■ • n zn r\ Fn

and/(xi) <f(x2) < • • • . Each Zn contains all but finitely many points

of D, sothatc\D-DEc\Zn. By (2), cl D-DEO(I). Also, f*(q) = »
for each g£cl D — D, so that every point of cl D~D is hyper-real.

Evidently, / carries D homeomorphically onto a closed copy of N

in R. By [2, 1.19], D is C*-embedded in X, so that cl D -D is homeo-

morphic with 0N-N [2, 6.9(a)] and therefore of cardinal 2C [2, 9.2].

It follows, by the way, that cl D—D, and hence 6(1), contains a

copy ofßN itself [2, 6.10(a)].

4.2. Lemma. If a maximal ideal Mp contains a countably (z-)gener-

ated ideal I such that £ ££cl 0(7), then Mp is hyper-real.

Proof. Let Z[/] = (Zi,Z2, • ■ • )• If Mp is real, then by [2, 5.15(a)],

0(7) =n„ ZnEZ[Mp]. By (1), pEcl <¡>(I), contradicting hypothesis.

4.3. Corollary. // / is countably (z-)generated and <j>(I) is com-

pact, then every free maximal ideal containing I is hyper-real.

The following is a special case of the combination of the theorem

with the lemma.

4.4. Theorem. Each free, countably (z-)generated ideal is contained

in 2C hyper-real maximal ideals but in no real maximal ideal.

For, any ideal I is contained in at least one maximal ideal; and if

I is free, then 0(7) is empty.

4.5. Corollary. A free ideal contained in a unique maximal ideal

cannot be countably (z-)generated. In particular, no free Op, no free
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prime ideal, and no free maximal ideal are countably (z-generated?

Regarding 4.4, we remark that if X is realcompact [2, Chapter 8],

then any free ideal contained in infinitely many maximal ideals is

contained in 2C hyper-real ideals. (Note that 8(1) is an infinite com-

pact set in ßX — X, and apply [2, 9.11].)

5. Maximal ideals. Any compact space is normal. Hence, given

two disjoint compact sets in ßX, there exists s£C(X) such that

s* = 0 on a neighborhood (in ßX) of one of the sets, while s* = 1 on a

neighborhood of the other [2, Chapter 3].

5.1. Lemma. If s* vanishes on a neighborhood of 8(J), then s£J.

Proof. Evidently, cl Z(s) is a neighborhood of 8(J). Since ßX is

compact, (2) implies that cl Z(s) is a neighborhood of cl Z(f) for some

/£/. By [2, ID], 5 is a multiple of/.

If K is the ideal of all functions that vanish on a closed set F, then

K = PU F Mp, and <j>(K) = F.e

5.2. Theorem. Let F be a compact set in X, K the ideal of all func-

tions that vanish on F, and J an arbitrary free ideal or all of C(X) ; if

I=JC\K is countably generated, then F is open.

Proof. Since / is free, the compact set 8(J) is disjoint from X and

hence from F. (For /= C, 8(J)=0.)

Let us verify that <p(I)=F. Evidently, cp(I)Z)<t>(K) = F. On the

other hand, given any pÇzX — F, there exists s £ C such that s(p) — 1,

while s* vanishes on a neighborhood of FVJ8(J). Then s£JT, and,

by the lemma, i£J. Therefore s£J. Since s(£Mp, we have ICX_MP,

that is, pÇ£<p(I).

Next, choose t<E.C(X) such that i = l on a neighborhood U of F,

while i* vanishes on a neighborhood (in ßX) oí 8(J). By the lemma,

i£/.

Let I=(fi,f2, • • •), where, as we may assume, each |/m| ^1 [2,

2A]. Define

h= 2Z2'm\fm\112.
m

Because of the uniform convergence, h is continuous. Now define

_ g = th.

6 For Ov, this also follows by combining the first theorem quoted in §1 with the

result stated in footnote 4.

6 For realcompact X, such ideals are precisely the kernels of the homomorphisms

from C(X) into function rings [2, 10D].
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Since (=1 on U, g agrees with h on U.

Next, Z(h) = C\mZ(fm)=4>(I)=F, so that hEK. (Here we need

only that <j>(I)^)F.) Since tEJ, we have gEJ(~^K = I. Hence there

exist ra£N and s%, • • • , s„EC such that

(3) g = Ji/i +  ■  •  • + «■/».

Since 7" is compact, there exists a neighborhood V of 71, with FC U,

on which each |s*|  is bounded—say by r>0. Then

(4) k(x) = g(x) g r( | /t(x) |   + ■ • ■ +  | /»(*) | ) (* e V).

Since each /* vanishes on F, there is a neighborhood PF of F, with

WCV, such that |/4(x)| 1/2<2-"r-1 (fegn, »G WO- Hence

r | /*(*) |   g 2-» | /*(*) | ̂  (* g », x E W),

with 5/rz'ci inequality in case k and x satisfy /*(x) 5^0. For such x, we

would have, by (4),

h(x) < 2-"(\fi(x) I1'2 + • • ■ +  |/B(*) I1'2).

But this is impossible, in view of the definition of h. Consequently,

each ft (kf=n) must vanish everywhere on W. By (3), g, and hence h,

vanishes everywhere on W. Thus, WEZ(h) =F. Since W is a neigh-

borhood of F, this implies that F is open.

Example. The ideal in C(R) of all functions that vanish on a given

compact set is not countably generated.

5.3. Corollary. If MPlf~\ ■ ■ ■ C\MPn is countably generated, or if

the intersection of this ideal with any free ideal is countably generated,

then pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn are isolated.

5.4. Corollary. If Mp is countably generated, then pEX and p is

isolated.

Proof. Corollaries 4.5 and 5.3.

As we know, countably generated cannot be replaced here by count-

ably z-generated.

5.5. Example. A free, countably z-generated ideal that is not count-

ably generated. Let I be the ideal of all functions in C(R) that vanish

at all but a finite number of points of N; then I is free. Clearly, the

complements in N of the finite subsets of N form a countable family

of zero-sets in R that generate Z[l].

We assume that I=(fi,f2, - ■ • ) and derive a contradiction. For

each w£N, let Em denote the closed interval [m, m-fT/2], and let

Mm denote the maximal ideal in C(Em) of all functions in C(Em) that

vanish at m. Since Mm is not countably generated (5.3), there exists a
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function gm£C(J£m) that belongs to Mm but not to the ideal in C(Em)

generated by those functions fk \ Em that vanish at m.

Let g be a function in C(R) that agrees with each gm on Em. Then

g vanishes everywhere on N, so that gÇzI. Hence there exist w£N

and si, • ■ • , s„£C(R) such that g = S\fi+ ■ ■ ■ +snfn. Since each fk

vanishes at all but finitely many points of N, there exists w£N at

which /i, • • • , /„ vanish simultaneously. But this contradicts

g | Em =gm.

6. Prime ideals. An ideal P is prime if gA£P implies g£P or

Â£P. A z-filter is prime if, whenever the union of two zero-sets is a

member, one of them is; here, it is sufficient to consider such unions

equal to X itself. The z-filter of any prime ideal is prime; and every

prime z-filter is the z-filter of some prime ideal [2, Chapter 2\.

An ideal J is called a z-ideal if Z(/)£Z[J] implies/£J.

6.1. Theorem. A nonmaximal, prime z-ideal cannot be countably

(z-) generated.7

Proof. Let Q be such an ideal; we assume that Q = Z[Q] is count-

ably generated and derive a contradiction. By Corollary 4.5, Q is a

fixed ideal; let Mp be the unique maximal ideal containing Q. Then

\p\ =<t>(Q) is a countable intersection of zero-sets (2), and hence is a

zero-set. Define

S = X-{p},

and let (P denote the trace of Q on 5. Since every member of Q con-

tains p, the trace mapping

Z-*Z-{p) (Z£Q)

from Q onto (P is one-one.

Since the z-ideal Q is not maximal, the zero-set \p\ does not be-

long to Q ; therefore 0 £ (P. If F is any zero-set in S, then F\J \p) is a

zero-set in X (see [2, 3C], or, more generally, [3, 3.1]). These facts

imply easily that <P is a z-filter on S, and, moreover, that it is prime.8

Obviously, (P is free. Since the trace mapping is one-one and preserves

inclusion and intersection, (P, like Q, is countably generated. But this

contradicts Corollary 4.5.

In the family of all prime ideals in C, a prime ideal Q with an im-

mediate successor [predecessor] (under set inclusion) is called a lower

[upper] ideal. Either neighbor of Q, when it exists, is unique; the

7 This theorem is not vacuous. For hordes of fixed, nonmaximal prime z-ideals, see

[2, 14GHI].
8 For additional information, see [5, 2.2].
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first because the successors of Q form a chain [2, 14.3(c) ], the second

by virtue of [2, 14.11 ]. Unions and intersections of chains of prime

ideals are, of course, prime. If PC.MP is prime and /£iWp — P, then

P!, the smallest prime ideal containing (P, f), is an upper ideal; its

associated lower ideal, P¡, is the largest prime ideal containing P but

not/.

6.2. Example. A fixed, countably generated, nonmaximal prime

ideal. Let 2 be the subspace NU{<r} of /?N, where <r£/3N —N, and

\etf(n) = \/n (w£N),/(<r) =0. The ideal O" in C(S) is prime [2, 6.10],

fEM'-O*, and 0*C(/) [2, ID]. By [2, 14D], (/, f"2, ■ • • ) is the
prime ideal (0")f.

6.3. Theorem. Every nonmaximal, countably generated, prime ideal

is the union of a countable chain of upper ideals, and hence cannot be a

countable intersection of lower ideals.

Proof. Let Q=(f\, f2, ■ ■ ■ ) be such an ideal. Since Q is not a

z-ideal (6.1), it contains a prime ideal P^Q [2, 14.7]. Then Q = {JnPf*>,

the union of a countable chain of upper ideals. The remaining im-

plication is [2, 14.18].

6.4. Corollary. The intersection of a strictly decreasing sequence of

prime ideals cannot be countably generated.

Proof. Consecutive members of the sequence have a lower ideal

between them.

6.5. Example. A countably z-generated, lower prime ideal. [2, 2G]

describes a nonmaximal prime ideal P in C(R) whose z-filter contains

{0}. By [2, 14D], Pis a lower ideal.

6.6. Remark.9 Any finitely generated prime ideal in C is trivial:

it is minimal [2, 14C], hence a z-ideal [2, 14.7], hence maximal (6.1),

hence trivial (5.4).
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